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The landscape of Southeast Huntsville is marked by a string of Cumberland outliers including 

Green Mountain. The numerous hollows and creek valleys that highlight the mountainside slope 

areas once served as a popular hunting and gathering outreach for many Native American tribes. 

It was around 1800 when squatters and land speculators began purchasing these lands. The 

densely wooded areas which once flanked the Aldridge Creek Valley and its tributaries were then 

cleared for agriculture and farming. The modern-day urban sprawl began in the 1950’s when the 

area saw its first influx of new residential subdivisions. 

One unique hollow found at the base of Green Mountain is today known as Buck’s Canyon. 

Located back within the depths of Weatherly Cove, this residential subdivision saw its first 

addition platted in 1976 when developer Elwin M. “Buck” Windsor and his wife Danese Gaines 

Windsor designated the subdivision in his name. This development continued for another ten 

years up until the seventh addition was launched in 1987. Buck’s Canyon was built adjacent to 

the Sunset Cove subdivision platted in 1955.  

I recall my first ever hiking expedition back into the greater depths of what would become Buck’s 

Canyon in the early 1970’s. Myself and some friends were at the time living in Willow Park near 

the intersection of Weatherly Road and Bailey Cove. It was on a warm summer day when we 

decided to follow a creek bed back into the hollow. Despite being a dry season, the cold and clear 

waters seemed to flow continuously. Our goal as young explorers was to then locate a source of 

the water. Working our way back into the hollow amidst the dense canopy of trees along the 

creek bed, the air became noticeably cooler. After spotting some old fencing, we found evidence 

of where the cattle had once grazed in an open pasture adjacent to the creek. Back at the creek 

bed we continued our exploration over larger bedrocks to where the slopes of Green Mountain 

suddenly opened up into a panoramic view beneath the overhead TVA power lines. Back about 

another 200 feet was a series of limestone springs which fed the stream. After settling near the 

springs for some cold water refreshment, we found evidence of an old dilapidated barn. Our 

search continued as we found just about everything including old bottles, tractor parts, and 

projectile points. 

As the sunset was looming later that evening, we realized that getting home before nightfall was 

not going to be easy. Back out in the cleared areas beneath the overhead power lines we came 

across a more heavily traveled trail, and one that had seen its share of off-road vehicles. My 

instinct told me that this trail would be the safest and quickest way back to the developed 

neighborhoods. By the stroke of luck, we made it back home just in time. Our parents were not 

too thrilled with us coming home so late, but it was a fun and meaningful hiking expedition none 

the less. 



 

One of the most interesting pieces of history I learned about Buck’s Canyon was told to me by a 

retired contractor who once worked with a public utility crew that cleared the pathway for the 

overhead TVA power line easement. While their efforts were taking place back in the early 

1960’s, he mentioned their finding evidence of moonshine stills across the slopes of the 

mountain, with many being active! He also noted that the moonshiners would only access the 

stills from high atop the mountain and not from below like where we had explored. While 

working to clear trees for the power line easement, Mr. James also noted the taller sandstone 

bluffs found atop the mountain and how these escarpments forced them to take alternative 

routes to reach the upper portion of the mountain in their work vehicles. While recently hiking 

along the trails being maintained by the Land Trust of North Alabama, the view off these bluffs 

in any direction helped me see what he meant. 

The trees and forestry back within Buck’s Canyon have some history of logging. When hiking out 

along the slopes of the mountain, there remains much evidence of where smaller eastern red 

cedar trees had been harvested. These were often a preferred choice of wood to have for fence 

posts, barn supports, and early hand-crafted furniture. Whenever hardwood deciduous trees get 

harvested, their stumps tend to degrade more quickly than those found with the red cedar and 

its naturally protective oil. This explains how so many of the cedar stumps remain evident for 

such longer periods. 

Every creek hollow found running along Green Mountain has its own unique story to tell. Each of 

these hollows including Buck’s Canyon has always been appreciated for its natural beauty and 

resources including clear running water, timber, rich soil, rocks, wildlife, hunting, gathering, and 

cool mountain air. Whenever I go out to enjoy the trails and scenery today, my early childhood 

appreciation for geology, forestry, nature, and history can always been viewed as a great 

investment; even if it meant arriving home late some evenings to my parents’ dismay. 


